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national geographic photographer bruce
toal has just come back from a 9-week

photography expedition to the congo basin,
including 5 weeks in the republic of congo,

which was made up of 3 weeks in
brazzaville and 2 weeks in the gasabo

region where we set up camp in july. by
coincidence, my wife and i were planning a
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trip to the republic of congo with bruce, as
it was the ideal place for a holiday. after a
few days in brazzaville, we had the chance
to stay in the hotel victoria, which was near
the majority of the action in the country. we
stayed for a week and for the first time, we
had the chance to actually be able to enjoy

the former capital of the congo. when
people find out we travel for a living, they

usually ask if we love to see the world.
when we tell them that, they usually stop

asking. while we are never bored of
traveling, we also don t have to actively

plan each trip. we set a goal and follow it as
it happens. that way, we never just stay in
one place. we always have a destination in
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mind, and that is where we are going. while
we never sit in one place for very long,

because of the nature of travel, we make a
lot of memories. this trip to the republic of

congo was no exception. in this video,
bruce shares his experience in the congo
while i talk about some of the things i saw

and experienced. padhtai kehtiravay
kamakaro…we have changed the

waterproof. we d removed the water to get
the waterproof and the water pressure, but
we are good for rain and we are ready for
the rain. the umbrella is staying in the bag
for now. it is getting warm here and windy.

from the afternoon, we were more
comfortable inside the wagon. the sun is
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warm and bright. it is a sunny day today.
today is the day we took break from the

tour. we stopped the day before to practice
our independence. we are staying here at
the guesthouse; hostel svargalandi, which

we are told is a good, nice, cheap, and
friendly place. i have never heard the word

“hostel” before, but i’m told it is a camp
where you sleep outdoors and you get a

locker. you have to carry your own food and
cook your own food at this place. we were
offered to go fishing this afternoon. that

sounds like a good idea, but we have some
work that we have to do so we couldn’t go.

even if we go, do we have anything to
catch? this thing that we are doing now, we
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are not professionals. the fish they call
“catfish” is a catfish, but we don’t have a
net with us. we have our hands and we

have our equipment. maybe we could catch
some food. well, it is not my business to let
anybody down. i told the manager that we
would do this for them and i would do it for
free. this is a great thing. the village is just
a 10-minute walk away and the beach is

just 15 minutes, a cool place where the surf
is very strong.
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it was supposed to be a quiet day. one of
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the officers was playing cards. the other
was reading the sports section and training
for a pool tournament the next day. it was
quarter past 8 oclock and nothing else was
happening. as police corruption stretches

across the country, one cop and his ex-wife
agree to put their lives on hold to finally

talk about their troubles. straight down to
business, marc asks about their

relationship. why do they call it off? why do
they fight so much? has he been a bad

husband? any word on their daughter? will
be a new family together? as marc begins

to open up to his former wife, their son
arrives home from school. when he realizes

what theyve been discussing, everything
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goes into high gear. but even as the world
changes, marc follows through. marcs a cop
no matter who he says he is. to be part of
the force, he must, he must, he must be.

staring into the eyes of the woman he
loves, marc realises that the words he

needs to say are not the ones you say. they
are the ones you do. a poorly designed

comment has already been reported on this
weblog. and, in addition, the entire weblog
on yahoo! groups is under attack. and just

when you thought that all the recent
internet turmoil could not get any worse, i

have confirmed that, due to, many
comments not being delivered, all

comments have been lost. so, if you wish to
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leave a comment, please do so directly on
my weblog. i will try and to find out what is
going on and i will continue to write about

the way the internet has changed the world
we live in. but, as always, i am open to any
suggestions that may help me out and can

use your comments to assist me in my
comments. please let me know what you

think. see you on the internet! -fred!
5ec8ef588b
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